
 

 

MONEY SUIT NO. 09/2016  

             HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2 

                      HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 

DISTRICT: SONITPUR 

                   IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF, BISWANATH CHARIALI, SONITPUR 

PRESENT: Sri Sumit Bhuyan, AJS, 

                  Munsiff, Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur, 

          30th day of May 2017. 

    MONEY SUIT NO. 09/2016 

UCO Bank, Chariali Branch 

Represented by its Branch Manager 

Dist. Biswanath, Assam……………………Plaintiff. 

 

              V/S 

1. Smt. Amor Jyoti Hazarika, 

D/O Lt. Gopal Hazarika, 

Vill.- Madhupur, 

P.O Biswanath Chariali, 

District-Biswanath, Assam. 

 

2. Sri Debojit Hazarika, 

S/O. Lt. Gopi Hazarika, 
Vill.- Madhupur, 
P.O Biswanath Chariali, 
District- Biswanath, Assam………..Defendants. 

 

 This suit coming on for final hearing on 08.05.2017 in the presence of: 

 Advocate for the plaintiff: Smt. A. Borah, Sri A. Borah. 

 Advocate for the defendants: None. 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following                

judgment: 

                                                 



 

 

   EXPARTE JUDGMENT 

                               (Suit for recovery of money along with further interest) 

          PLAINTIFF’S CASE: 

1. The plaintiff is a Government of India undertaking organization having its registered 

office at Kolkata and carrying on its banking business through its various branches and 

particularly its branch office located at Biswanath Chariali, District Biswanath, Assam. 

 

2. The present case is filed by the plaintiff bank against the above named defendants 

among which defendant no. 1 is a self-employed woman having a embroidery shop and 

proprietor of Supreme Embroidery and teacher of Little Flower School, Biswanath 

Chariali. On 31.10.2008 the defendant no.1 applied for a loan amounting to Rs. 75,000/- 

(Rupees Seventy Five Thousand) only sponsored by District Industry and Commerce 

Centre (DICC), Sonitpur, Tezpur under Kalpataru Employment Scheme and the same 

was accorded sanction by the plaintiff’s bank with some terms and conditions on 

10.10.2009 and the same being communicated to defendant no. 1 acknowledged her 

receipt by putting signature upon the sanctioned advice and confirmed her acceptance 

of terms and conditions on the same date i.e. on 10.10.2009. The purpose of the loan 

applied by defendant no. 1 was for self-employment generation in the field of 

embroidery business, the rate of interest was fixed at 11.50% p.a. and the loan was 

repayable by defendant no.1 in 60 (sixty) equal monthly installments of Rs. 2088/- 

(Rupees Two Thousand Eighty Eight) only and the said loan was divided into Term Loan 

amounting to Rs. 23,000/- (Rupees Twenty Three Thousand) only and Working Capital 

amounting to Rs. 52,000/- (Rupees Fifty Two Thousand) only. On 08.12.2009, 

defendant no. 1 filled up a formal loan application and submitted the same in the 

plaintiff’s branch office, executed the borrower’s agreement and defendant no. 2 

executed the guarantor’s agreement in proper formats through which both defendant 

no. 1 and 2 agree to repay the loan to be payable by defendant no. 1. On 15.12.2009, 

the first installment amounting to Rs. 20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand) only was 

disbursed to loan account no. 04190610001059. In the same way, the second 

installment of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees Fifty Thousand) only was disbursed in the name of 

defendant no. 1 on 24.03.2010. However, after disbursement of the said loan, the 

defendant no. 1 defaulted in repaying the loan amount as per the terms and conditions 

of the loan agreement. On 06.02.2016, the previously mentioned loan was declared as 

Non-Performing Assets and as such from that date, no interest was shown. The plaintiff 

bank approached the defendants’ no. 1 and 2 to repay the outstanding loan amount but 

they failed to pay the same because of which the plaintiff issued legal notices through 

the engaged Advocate on 12.11.2015 and 08.07.2016 but the defendants paid no heed 

to repay the loan amount. The defendant no. 1 executed the document of confirmation 

of balance on 31.10.2014 and 14.12.2010 through which she confirmed the outstanding 

loan amount. Both the defendants are willful defaulters and after having executed the 



 

 

confirmation of balance on 31.10.2014 and 14.12.2010, they have not repaid the 

outstanding loan amount that compelled the plaintiff bank to institute the present suit 

against the defendants. 

 

3. Summons were accordingly issued to the defendants but in spite of the summons being 

duly served and received  by them, the defendants failed to appear as a result of which 

the suit proceeded ex parte against both the defendants.  

 

4. The plaintiff in support of the case adduced the evidence of one witness and exhibited 

the various documents executed by the defendant no. 1 and 2.  

 

5. Upon hearing the Learned Counsel appearing for the plaintiff and a careful perusal of 

the case record, the following issue is framed: 

 

(i) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decrees as prayed for? 

(ii) To what other relief/reliefs the plaintiff is entitled to? 

 

6. I have heard the argument put forward by Learned Counsel appearing on behalf of the 

plaintiff. I have also meticulously gone through the evidence of P.W 1 and entire 

materials available on record.   

 

 DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

  

7. From the evidence of P.W 1, Sri Padma Saikia, Senior Manager of the plaintiff bank, it 

appears that the defendant no. 1 applied for a loan sponsored by DICC, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur under Kalpataru Employment Generation Scheme amounting to Rs. 75,000/- 

(Rupees Seventy Five Thousand) only on 31.10.2008 and defendant no. 2 stood as 

guarantor of defendant no. 1 for the aforesaid loan. Exhibit-1 is the loan application 

form and Exhibit-1.1 is the signature of defendant no.1. On 10.10.2009 the plaintiff 

bank accorded sanction for the aforesaid loan with some terms and conditions and the 

same was communicated to defendant no. 1 who acknowledged her receipt by putting 

signature on the sanction advice dated 10.10.2009 and also confirmed her acceptance of 

terms and conditions incorporated in the sanction advice. Exhibit-2 is the sanction 

advice and Exhibit-2.1 is the signature of defendant no. 1. Some of the terms and 

conditions of the said sanction advice dated 10.10.2009 which was accepted by 

defendant no. 1 was that the loan was taken for the purpose of self employment 

generation in the field of embroidery business the rate of interest was fixed at 11.50 % 

p.a  and the loan amount was repayable by defendant no. 1 in sixty equal monthly 

installments amounting to Rs. 2088/- (Rupees two Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty 

Eight) only which was to commence from the next month of disbursement and the 

aforesaid loan was divided into Term Loan of Rs. 23,000/- (Rupees Twenty Three 



 

 

Thousand) only and Working Capital of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees Fifty Thousand) only. On 

08.12.2009 defendant no. 1 filled up a formal application form and submitted the same 

to the plaintiff bank. Exhibit-3 is the application form and Exhibit-3.1 is the signature 

of defendant no. 1. On the same date, defendant no.1 executed the Borrower’s 

Agreement and defendant no. 2 executed the Guarantor’s Agreement through which the 

defendants agreed to repay the same to be payable by defendant no. 1. Exhibit-4 is 

the Deed of Hypothecation of Movable Plant and Machinery to Secure a Term Loan and 

Exhibit-4.1 to Exhibit-4.32 are the signatures of defendant no. 1. Exhibit-5 is the 

agreement executed by defendant no. 2 and Exhibit-5.1 to Exhibit-5.18 is the 

signature of defendant no. 2. On 15.12.2009, the first installment of the aforesaid loan 

was disbursed by opening a loan account no. 04190610001059 amounting to Rs. 

20,000/- (Rupees Twenty Thousand) only and the second installment was disbursed on 

24.03.2010 amounting to Rs. 50,000 (Rupees Fifty Thousand) only in the name of 

defendant no. 1, Smt. Amor Jyoti Hazarika. Exhibit-6 is the Statement of Account of 

account no. 04190610001059 and Exhibit-6.1 to Exhibit-6.6 are the signatures of 

previous Manager of plaintiff bank. After disbursement of the aforesaid loan, defendant 

no. 1 failed to repay her loan amount and on 06.02.2016, the aforesaid loan was 

declared as Non Performing Asset. However, the plaintiff approached the defendant no. 

1 and 2 to repay the loan amount but they failed to do so because of which legal notice 

was issued to the defendants through the engaged Advocate Smt. Abha Borah but they 

paid no heed in repaying the same. Exhibit-7, 8 and 9 are legal notices issued to the 

defendant no. 1 and 2. Exhibit-7.1, Exhibit-7.2, Exhibit-8.1, Exhibit-8.2, Exhibit-

9.1 and Exhibit-9.2 are the signatures of Advocate Smt . Abha Borah. The defendant 

no. 1 executed the document of Confirmation of Balance through which she confirmed 

the outstanding loan amount repayable by her. Exhibit-10 is the document of 

Confirmation of Balance. Exhibit-10.1 is the signature of previous Manager of plaintiff 

bank and Exhibit-10.2 is the signature of defendant no. 2. The total amount repayable 

by defendant no. 1 is Rs. 91,383/- (Rupees Ninety One Thousand Three Hundred and 

Eighty Three) only as on 06.02.2016 along with interest charged up to 06.02.2016  and 

further interest from 07.02.2016 till disposal of the suit. On 29.08.2016 defendant no. 1 

deposited an amount of Rs. 25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand) only but she has 

not deposited any amount in her loan account. As such, the total outstanding balance 

payable by her amounts to Rs. 87,439/- (Rupees Eighty Seven Thousand Four Hundred 

Thirty Nine) only. The account being a Non Performing Asset account, further interest 

could not be shown in the statement of account of defendant no. 1. The defendants 

have intentionally avoided repaying the outstanding loan amount of Rs. 87,439/- 

(Rupees Eighty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Thirty Nine) only and as such, they are 

willful defaulters in respect of repayment of the previously mentioned loan amount. 

 

8. Now from a perusal of the entire materials available on record, it is apparent that 

defendant no.1 Smt. Amor Jyoti Hazarika took a loan from the plaintiff bank in which 



 

 

defendant no. 2 Sri Debojyoti Hazarika stood as her guarantor, which is evident from the 

various exhibits produced, by the plaintiff bank in support of their contentions raised in 

the plaint. Moreover, the defendants even after receipt of summons from the Court 

appeared in the first instance but thereafter did not appear and contest the suit which 

makes it clear that both the defendants intentionally avoided to appear before the Court 

and also willfully neglected to repay the outstanding loan amount. It is also pertinent to 

mention here that Order VIII Rule 5(2) of Civil Procedure Code provides that 

where the defendant has not filed a pleading, it shall be lawful for the Court to 

pronounce judgment on the basis of the facts contained in the plaint which makes it 

probable to admit the claim of the plaintiff in the absence of any denial from the other 

side. 

 

9. In civil cases, the standard of proof is preponderance of probability and in the present 

case, the plaintiff has succeeded in proving his case to the extent of high degree of 

probability as could be seen from the materials available on record thereby shifting the 

burden upon the defendants. In the result, the liability of the defendants to repay the 

outstanding loan amount cannot be denied. Hence, the above framed issues are decided 

in favour of the plaintiff.    

 

10. In the light of all the discussions made above, I am of the considered opinion that the 

plaintiff is entitled to the decrees as prayed for.  

ORDER 

 

11. In view of the above, the plaintiff is entitled to ex-parte decree that the defendants are 

liable to pay an amount of Rs. 87,439/- (Rupees Eighty Seven Thousand Four Hundred 

Thirty Nine) only to the plaintiff along with further interest @ 11.50 p.a. from 

07.02.2016 till closing of the aforesaid loan account and until complete recovery of the 

amount. The plaintiff is also entitled to the cost of the suit. 

 

12. Prepare a decree accordingly. 

 

13. This case is accordingly disposed of ex-parte. 

 

14. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 30th day of June 2017.. 

 

Sumit Bhuyan 

      (Munsiff, Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur) 

       



 

 

APPENDIX 

Plaintiff’s witness: 

(i) Sri Padma Saikia (P.W1) 

 

Defendant’s witnesses: 

None.  

 

Plaintiff’s Exhibits: 

(i) Loan Application. (Exhibit-1) 

(ii) Sanction Advice.   (Exhibit-2) 

(iii) Formal Loan Application (Exhibit-3) 

(iv) Borrower’s Agreement (Exhibit-4). 

(v) Agreement executed by defendant no. 2 (Exhibit-5) 

(vi) Statement of Account. (Exhibit-6) 

(vii) Legal Notices. (Exhibit-7,8,9) 

(viii) Document of Confirmation of Balance. (Exhibit-10) 

(ix) Signature of defendant no. 1 (Exhibits 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1 to 4.31, 10.2) 

(x) Signature of defendant no. 2 (Exhibits 5.1 to 5.17) 

(xi) Signature of Manager (Exhibits 6.1 to 6.6) 

(xii) Signature of Advocate (Exhibits 7.1, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2, 9.1, 9.2) 

(xiii) Signature of Manager (Exhibit 10.1) 

        Defendant’s Exhibits: 

                  None. 

 

 

 

 

               Sumit Bhuyan 

 

      (Munsiff, Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


